Address
Numerology
Address Numerology is a fun way to play with the energy of your space, by working with the
numbers of your address. The first day of the month, the New Moon, or any day that you’re doing
a deep clean is a great day to shift your address numerology and the energy field of your home!
Allow 1-2 weeks to see the effects take place, and only rotate your address numerology once or
twice a year if needed.

how to CALCULATE ADDRESS NUMEROLOGY
Add the numbers of your address, then reduce it
all to a single digit.
Example: 1918 Wise Skies Drive
Add the numbers:
1+9+1+8 = 19
Reduce it to a single digit: 1 + 9 = 10 1+0 = 1
This address vibrates at a 1.
Base Vibration: 1

NUMBERS FOR YOUR NEST
Next, decide which vibe you want to experience in your space by looking
at the meanings of frequencies in numerology.
Here is a short overview of the spectrum of energies behind the numbers.
1 = Individuality (watch out for single-mindedness)
2 = Partnership (watch out for codependency)
3 = Creativity (watch out for escapism)
4 = Process and Analysis (watch out for rigidity)
5 = Adventure (watch out for spreading yourself too thin)
6 = Nurturing (watch out for disconnection)
7 = Wisdom seeking (watch out for introversion)
8 = Abundance (watch out for risk without reward)
9 = Integrity (watch out for overdoing it)

Quick Math
Here’s where it can get tricky. Do not simply put the ‘new’
number you want up on your doorstep. Take your current
address vibration (1 in this example) and determine what
number you need to add to it, so that the sum would
reduce down to the number you want.

Let’s continue with the example.
1918 Wise Skies Drive is an address that vibrates at a “1”
(individuality). Let’s say you want your address to have the
vibe of a 2 (partnership).
So, what do you add to 1 to equal 2?
In this example, the number you need to ‘add’ is a 1, and
this is the number you’ll put on a post-it note on the inside
of your doorframe.
Number needed: 1

But let’s say your base vibration was a 5 (adventure, and
you wanted to create the feeling of a 2 (partnership).
What do you need to add to 5 to make 2?
No, this isn’t a trick question.
The ‘number needed’ is 6. Why? 5 + 6 = 11 Reduce the
eleven to get “2”: 1 + 1 = 2.

Let’s do one more example with a base vibration of 5.
Perhaps you want your address to be a 9 (integrity). What
do you add to 5 to get 9? The answer is 4.
Why? 5 + 4 = 9.

CREATING NEW VIBES
Clean the house, especially the doorframe and doormat - we
love to use an essential oil wash for these! Play some good
music that is similar to the vibe you’re trying to create. Light
some sage or a candle and enjoy the creative process. Write
the ‘number needed’ on the front of a post-it note, with an
intention on the back. Say the intention out loud a few times.

Example Intention: My home is now illuminated by the highest
vibrations of the number __________. (Add some of the
words/energies associated with the number that you want to
call into your home).

We repeat: Do not simply write the number that you’re wanting
more of. You will unintentionally affect the numerology in a
completely different way than you are intending to change.
Instead, be sure you write the “number needed” (the number
you need to add to your base number, in order to create the
number you’re wanting).

Yes, that’s all you have to do!
Trust us, it works.
The energy field of your home is now changing. Put your intentions
to work and trust the process. Prepare to be amazed at the results.

